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There has been a lot of chatter about the importance of Credit Unions reaching
out to Gen Y, also known as the Millennial Generation. This group, ranging in
age from 25 to about 16, consists of roughly 77 million1 individuals, depending
on what statistics you review. There are many of them, and they’ve witnessed
and experienced first hand some of the most challenging economic times in our
country’s history. The Gen Y contingency has arguably been a part of the worst
financial depression known to America.
We at The Money Mammals agree with the statements made
in an article written by Cyndi Cohen in 2012 for CreditUnions.
com titled “Credit Unions and Youth: A Match Made in Financial
Heaven.” In the piece, Cyndi dives deep into the idea that the
youth of our country make up the next generation of Credit
Union members. And yes, Gen Y is a staggeringly large group
that rivals the Boomers in size. These young adults have already been tainted with
negative financial images and events of recent years. One could say that the damage
has already been done to them. It’s now up to financial institutions – and especially
the Credit Union movement – to reverse patterns and change the way the Gen Y
group views and interacts with money and establishes its own way of managing
personal finances, credit, school loans, mortgages and other forms of financial
assets and debt.
At the same time, there is a new and emerging group referred
to as the “Pluralist Generation” by the Magid Generational
Studies™ group2 (and loosely termed “Generation Z” by other
articles and sources). For our purposes, we shall refer to them
as “Plurals” (also coined by Frank A. Magid & Associates). The
Plurals are 15 years of age or younger and represent an also impressive figure of
over 68 million. These children are digital natives3 who most likely know more
about a computer, an iPad, and especially a mobile phone than their Gen X (and
sometimes Boomer) parents. But they are not taught about financial literacy and
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use these electronic devices constantly, all the while being bombarded by advertising
and messaging from major corporations.
According to the aforementioned Magid study, the Pluralist
Generation’s upbringing is more individualized and cautious,
due in part to the economic crisis we’ve faced as Americans. It’s
all they know; they have never seen America any other way.
They don’t believe in the American Dream because it does not
typically exist for their parents. Per the Magid piece, “Plurals,
counter to the conventional wisdom that says young people are the most hopeful
for their future – are the least likely to believe there is such a thing as the American
Dream. Looking at the data through a generational lens reveals a consistent
pattern of parental influence. Generation X, the most influential parents of Plurals,
demonstrates the least credence in the concept of the American Dream among
adult generations… Growing up during the greatest period of economic distress
this country has seen since the Depression likely contributes to Plurals’ lack of
attachment to the American Dream. Their Gen X parents have been absorbing the
impact beyond the obvious financial strain – promotion opportunities obstructed
by Baby Boomers postponing retirement and the rising tide of Millennials clamoring
for a spot on the corporate ladder. This directly affects the family unit and Plurals.”
It makes sense, then, that the majority of Plural parents are not talking about the
financial situation as much with their kids. We already know this isn’t happening
consistently in the school system. So, Plurals are left to come up with their own
thoughts on financial literacy. This is a golden opportunity is for the Credit Union
system to step in with youth marketing. It’s also how The Money Mammals can help.
Through our Saving Money Is Fun Kids Club, The Money Mammals have brought
engaging financial literacy content – and awareness – to the children in the Pluralist
Generation. We take this often-taboo subject and bring it to life in an entertaining
yet educational way that teaches young kids (and their parents!) while also
reinforcing the credit union movement. We do this through our characters, who
proliferate all of our outreach efforts to kids in the club. Pluralists see the characters
on their Kids Club membership cards, online in all of our Kids Club games and
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activities, every quarter in our mailed newsletter, on posters in their local branches,
on television in PSA spots and more. The brand and characters reinforce the
financial literacy messaging immediately in children. The entire program is truly
brought to life in every aspect when we perform live shows for kids at our local
Credit Union partners’ branches and community centers. Through the program,
the financial literacy conversation and educational messaging void is filled. Young
kids learn to share and save, how to be wise with spending, the importance of
charitable giving and so much more. Credit Unions create a whole new generation
of members who have a healthy, established relationship with money who are
accustomed to making deposits into their accounts, talking with
front line staff and more. We’ve even seen that this Pluralist
engagement affects the entire family, with parents and older
siblings coming into our branches more often with their Kids
Club members as they participate in the club activities. It’s truly
a win-win for all involved.
In closing, we go back to Cyndi Cohen and her article for
CreditUnions.com. Cyndi said it best when she stated, “Anyone
who is part of the credit union movement recognizes the important
role that youth play. They know that young people need financial
guidance from a trusted source in order to positively shape their
financial futures, while also cognizant that credit unions need to grow the young
segment of their member bases in order to ensure their financial success.” She is
referring to the Gen X group, but as we’ve stated throughout this white paper, let’s
start to focus on the younger Pluralist set while they are still eager for information,
a bit pure from the credit doom already viewed by Gen X and on their way to a
more stable financial future. We need to give them the education they require.
The Money Mammals address the needs of the Plural Generation for your Credit
Union. Start good habits early before it’s too late, and build your next generation
of members while you’re at it. Teaching kids to be fiscally responsible can help the
Credit Union movement create more accounts, potentially complete more loans
and provide more credit over a lifetime to strong, fiscally responsible individuals.
For more information on this white paper,
contact The Money Mammals at info@snigglezoo.com.
Please visit our blog at
http://www.themoneymammals.com/financialeducationforkids.

